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Resumen

El objetivo de este estudio fue comparar a velocidad crítica determinada por un test no exhaustivo (CVNE) utilizando como 
variable fisiológica la frecuencia cardíaca (HR) con velocidad crítica exhaustiva (CV) y el umbral de la variabilidad de la frecuencia 
cardíaca (HRVT). Veinte sujetos hombres (20,1 ± 1,6 años; 73,4 ± 10,3 kg; 1,76 ± 0,06 m) físicamente activos participaron en el 
estudio y realizaron un test incremental para determinar la velocidad pico y HRVT, tres exhaustivos testes de carga constante 
para estimar a CV y tres testes no exhaustivos con dos episodios de tres minutos para determinar la CVNE. Los porcentajes 
utilizados para estimar a CV fueron 97%, 111% y 130% de la velocidad pico del test incremental y en CVNE fueron usados 72%, 
92% y 110% de la velocidad pico. El test incremental también era importante para determinar la HRVT. La diferencia entre la 
CVNE vs HRVT (2,61 ± 12,84 km.h-1 vs 7,92 ± 1,16 km.h-1) y el CVNE vs CV (2,61 ± 12,84 km.h-1 vs 12,20 ± 1,38 km.h-1; p > 0,05) no 
fue estadísticamente significativa, pero él se observaron diferencias significativas entre el HRVT y la CV (7,92 ± 1,16 km.h-1 vs 
12,20 ± 1,38 km.h-1) (p < 0,01). El CVNE demostró menor concordancia y correlación con HRVT (sesgo ± límites de acuerdo = 
-5,31 ± 25,09 km.h-1; r = 0,08) y CV (sesgo ± límites de acuerdo = -9,59 ± 25,94 km.h-1; r = -0,23). Por lo tanto, la CVNE estimado 
por HR no es un parámetro válido para la evaluación de la transición metabólica y prescribir ejercicio aeróbico.
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Summary

The aim of this study was to compare the critical velocity determined by a non-exhaustive test (CVNE) using heart rate (HR) 
as physiological variable with the exhaustive critical velocity (CV) and the heart rate variability threshold (HRVT). Twelve 
male subjects (20.1 ± 1.6 years; 73.4 ± 10.3 kg; 1.76 ± 0.06 m) physically active took part of this study and performed an in-
cremental test to determination the peak velocity and HRVT, three constant-load exhaustive tests to CV estimates and three 
non-exhaustive tests with two bouts of three minutes to CVNE determination. The percentages used to CV estimates were of 
97%, 111% and 130% of peak velocity from incremental test and to CVNE were used of 72%, 92% and 110% of peak velocity. 
The incremental test was also important to determine the HRVT. The difference between CVNE vs HRVT (2.61 ± 12.84 km.h-1 
vs 7.92 ± 1.16 km.h-1) and the CVNE vs CV (2.61 ± 12.84 km.h-1 vs 12.20 ± 1.38 km.h-1; p > 0.05) was not statistically significative, 
but a significant difference was observed between the HRVT and CV (7.92 ± 1.16 km.h-1 vs 12.20 ± 1.38 km.h-1) (p < 0.01). The 
CVNE demonstrated low agreement and weak correlation with HRVT (bias ± limits of agreement = -5.31 ± 25.09 km.h-1; r = 0.08) 
and CV (bias ± limits of agreement = -9.59 ± 25.94 km.h-1; r = -0.23). Thus, the CVNE estimated by HR is not a valid parameter 
to evaluation of metabolic transition and to prescribe aerobic exercise.
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Introduction

There are several protocols to evaluate aerobic fitness in athletes, 
such as ventilatory threshold, lactate threshold and maximal lactate 
steady state (MLSS). However, their application becomes infeasible to 
be used routinely, due the expensive material and/or blood collection. 
Other protocol to evaluation of aerobic fitness without expensive ma-
terials is the critical velocity (CV). CV is a non-invasive parameter that 
can be estimated by mathematical models between velocity and time 
to exhaustion relationship1-3.

 Due the exhaustive characteristics of CV model, Chassain4 pro-
posed a method where the critical velocity can be determined by a 
non-exhaustive test (CVNE). The CVNE is a simple method that facilitates 
the evaluation mainly for frail and elderly people, because reduces the 
risks involved. Based on the analysis of the deltas of heart rate (HR) or 
blood lactate concentration ([La]) after double efforts, CVNE is determined 
from a linear regression at intensity in which the delta of physiological 
variable is null. 

According to Sid-Ali et al.5 study, CV presented a strong correlation 
with the CVNE using the [La] as physiology variable. Notwithstanding, 
Rosi et al.6 showed that the value CVNE estimated by HR was lower than 
MLSS. Therefore, it is not clear about the validity and if the CVNE estimated 
by heart rate coincides with the first or second metabolic transition.

A way to identify the first metabolic transition is the heart rate va-
riability threshold (HRVT). Karapetian et al.7 showed that HRVT was not 
different and good correlated with first lactate threshold and ventilatory 
threshold. Thus, the aim of this study was to know if CVNE predicted by 
HR could be considered similar to CV and/or HRVT. This information is 
important to better knowledge about the CVNE physiological significance 
and its validity.

Material and methods

Subjects

Twelve male subjects (20.1 ± 1.6 years; 73.4 ± 10.3 kg; 1.76 ± 0.06 m) 
physically active took part of this study. The sample size was calculated 
by G*Power software (v.3.1.7) assuming α = 0.05 and β = 0.20 based on 
a Rossi et al.6 study. The subjects were considered physically active accor-
ding to American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM)8, which considers: 
to accumulate at least 30 minutes of moderate physical activity on five 
days a week or 20 minutes of vigorous physical activity on three days a 
week. A questionnaire was filled with the physical activities performed, 
period and times per week to guarantee these criteria. All participants 
were aware about the procedures of the experiment, and signed an 
informed consent previously approved by the local Ethics Committee 
in Human Research. In addition, the participants were instructed to not 
ingest alcohol and caffeinated beverages 24 hours preceding each test.

Experimental design

The procedures were performed at the same time of the day and 
consisted of an incremental test to determine the HRVT and the peak 
velocity, three tests with double submaximal efforts to estimate the 

CVNE, and finally, three maximal tests to estimate the CV. Each test was 
performed on different days with at least 24 hours of interval between 
the tests. 

Incremental test and HRVT determination

The participants underwent a progressive treadmill test (Inbramed 
Millennium, model ATL, Porto Alegre) to determine the peak velocity 
and the HRVT. The test started at 5 km.h-1 with increments of 1 km.h-1 
every three minutes and constant slope of 1% until the voluntary 
exhaustion.

During the incremental test and all subsequent tests, the subjects 
used a portable heart rate monitor (Polar RS800, Kempele) fastened 
around the chest for continuous HR recordings. The RR were filtered 
automatically and visually examined to remove missing or premature 
beats. RR intervals were interpreted as premature beats when deviated 
from the previous qualified interval > 30%9. For the HRVT determination, 
root mean square differences of successive RR intervals (RMSSD) of the 
last 2 min of rest and each stage were analyzed plotting graphically aga-
inst work rate. Then, a visual interpretation was made to locate the point 
at which there was no further decline in HRV, thereby indicating vagal 
withdrawal. Thus, this HRV deflection point was defined as the HRVT7. 
Based on the above criteria, two experienced researchers independently 
determined the HRVT. When there was a disagreement between them, 
a third experienced investigator was requested to HRVT determination. 
In all situations there was an agreement with at least two evaluators. 

Critical Velocity determined by non-exhaustive tests 

Each test consisted from two bouts of three minutes separated 
by a rest period of one and half minutes, which HR was continuously 
monitored4. The percentages of 72%, 92% and 110% of peak velocity 
were used to predict the CVNE. The delta HR (∆HR) value was calculated 
subtracting HR at the end of the second with HR at the end of the first 
bout. A linear regression was plotted with the values of ∆HR obtained 
in each load, permitting the determination of the ∆HR theoretically null. 
Thus, the value of CVNE was considered as the Y-intercept of this linear 
interpolation (Figure 1). 

Critical Velocity determined by exhaustive tests

The participants underwent three constant load tests to CV estima-
tes at 97%, 111% and 130% of peak velocity and in which induced the 
individuals to exhaustion between 2-15 min. The CV was determined 
for all participants from the hyperbolic model by nonlinear regression 
between speed and time to exhaustion, where:

Time to exhaustion = anaerobic running capacity / (CV- speed)

The asymptote of the regression velocity-time was defined as CV 
and the curvature degree of the hyperbola was the anaerobic running 
capacity.

Statistical analyses

The data are presented as mean ± standard deviation. The Gaus-
sian distribution was observed by Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. ANOVA 
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for repeated measures was used to compare the CV, HRVT and CVNE 
velocity. The sphericity was observed by Mauchly’s test followed by 
Greenhouse-Geisser. Differences were identified by Bonferroni correc-
tion. Moreover, the relation between the aerobic variables was verified 

Figure 1. Linear regression between velocity and the difference 
of HR between the double efforts (∆HR) of a subject.

Figure 2. Relationships between critical velocity determined by 
a non-exhaustive test (CVNE) with HRVT (A) and CV (B).

Table 1. Mean and standard deviation of velocities corresponding 
the three intensities from predictive trial to CVNE and CV estimates.

    CVNE

Percentage of peak power 72% 92% 110%
Mean ± SD (km.h-1) 9.78 ± 1.02 12.18 ± 1.22 14.60 ± 1.48

    CV

Percentage of peak power 97% 111% 130%
Mean ± SD (km.h-1) 13.33 ± 1.29 15.48 ± 1.68 17.71 ± 1.75

Table 2. Mean and standard deviation values of CVNE, HRVT and 
CV.

through Pearson correlation, and the agreement by Bland-Altman plot. 
Data were considered statistically significant when p < 0.05.

Results

The mean the peak velocity during the incremental test was 13.08 
± 1.51 km.h-1. The velocities from the predictive trials to CVNE and CV 
estimates are presented in Table 1. 

The CVNE was not significant different when compared with HRVT 
and CV (p > 0.05). However, there was difference between HRVT and 
CV (Table 2). Additionally, weak correlation was observed between CVNE 
with HRVT and CV (Figure 2). The bias ± limits of agreement between 
CVNE and HRVT was -5.31 ± 25.09 km.h-1 and between CVNE and CV was 
-9.59 ± 25.94 km.h-1. The value the anaerobic running capacity was 
735.45 ± 182.53 m.

Discussion

This study wanted to compare different methods that indicate the 
aerobic capacity. The main results of this study were that the CVNE was 
not statistically different of HRVT and CV. Furthermore, CVNE showed 
weak correlation and low agreement with both HRVT and CV. 

According to the physiological response during the exercise, it is 
observed three different domains of effort10. The moderate domain is 
laid below the first metabolic threshold11. It comprises the intensities 
that can be sustained without inducing significant increase of [La] and 
there is a monoexponential increase of VO2 during the approximately 
three initial minutes, reaching a steady state thereafter. The intense 
domain corresponds the intensities in which there is a late stabilization 
from VO2 and [La] with the upper limit the second metabolic transition11. 
Above this intensity is called severe domain, in which the physiological 
variables increase until the exhaustion11.

 CVNE (km.h-1) HRVT (km.h-1) CV (km.h-1)

Mean 2.61 7.92* 12.20
SD 12.84 1.16 1.38

*Significant different from CV (p < 0.001).
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The HRVT corresponds the transition between moderate to intense 
domains and the CV the transition between intense to severe domains. 
Some studies have demonstrated that both methods are validated 
for aerobic fitness evaluation1,7. Our results showed that the CVNE was 
not different of HRVT and CV. It probably occurred because the high 
variability of CVNE, that can be observed by standard deviation, with 
three subjects with negative estimates. Furthermore, the correlations 
and agreement of CVNE with HRVT and CV were low. Sid-Ali et al.5 found 
different results, which the CVNE (17.31 ± 1.85 km.h-1) was not different in 
relation to CV (17.32 ± 1.11 km.h-1), with a strong correlation (r = 0.97). 
However, the study by Sid-Ali et al.5, the physiological variable used to 
CVNE estimates was the [La], and in our study the physiological variable 
used was the HR. Notwithstanding, in Rosi et al.6 study, it was observed 
that CVNE estimated by [La] and HR was significantly lower than MLSS. 
Additionally, the correlations of CVNE estimated by [La] and HR with 
MLSS were weak and not significant (r = 0.36, r = -0.12; respectively). 
Thereby, considering the Rosi et al.6 and our results, it indicates that CVNE 

is not a good tool to aerobic parameters estimates and to prescribe the 
velocity of training. 

In comparison of HRVT with CV, it was observed that the HRVT was 
lower than CV. It occurred because the HRVT corresponds to the first me-
tabolic transition, whereas CV is equivalent to the boundaries of second 
metabolic transition. The HRVT is an indirect method, noninvasive and of 
easy application for identification aerobic threshold speeds7. Karapetian 
et al.7 presented similar VO2 at HRVT and at ventilatory threshold. Dou-
rado et al.12 corroborate these results, in which the speed at ventilatory 
threshold (5.04 ± 1.00 km.h-1) was not different from HRVT (5.10 ± 1.04 
km.h-1) and presented strong correlation (r= 0.89). 

The other metabolic transition indicator analyzed in our study was 
CV. There is some contradictory finding about CV, in which some authors 
showed that CV is the upper limit of heavy domain and corresponds to 
anaerobic threshold and MLSS13,14. However, other studies have showed 
that CV is considered the lower limit of severe domain, considering the 
initial intensity that there is not metabolic steady state15,16. The critical 
velocity model was previously applied in different situation, such as 
running1, cycling13,17 and swimming3, presenting high correlation with 
performance3,17. Thus, the CV is a reliable parameter for evaluation as 
well as for aerobic prescription. 

In our study, the CV was similar to Cruz et al.18 study (13.32 ± 2.30 
km.h-1) but lower than compared to those obtained by Denadai et al.19 
(14.4 ± 1.10 km.h-1), Sid-Ali et al.5 (17.31 ± 1.11 km.h-1). It is probably 
occurred due the characteristics of population, in which in our study 
was used moderate physical active subjects or recreational athletes and 
other authors used soccer players19 and runners5.

The main limitation of the present study was not to evaluate the 
physiological responses (e.g. lactate and oxygen uptake) at the CVNE, 
HRVT and CV. Furthermore, probably the CVNE estimates is protocol 

dependent, and the selection of intensities can modify the HR behavior. 
However, more studies are necessary to verify the influence of different 
intensities combinations to predict CVNE. Thus, it can be concluded that 
CVNE estimated by HR cannot be considered valid and a good tool to 
verify the aerobic fitness, presenting a weak correlation and very low 
agreement with HRVT and CV. Thereby, the CVNE does not coincide nor 
with the first neither with second metabolic transition.
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